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Abstract—Energy efficiency of green buildings are improving its performance using Internet-of Things (IoT) based automation and associated developments. Also, as solar based power generation is achieving a decentralized structure, LVDC- alone power distribution improves efficiency and quality of power. Combining Green buildings, LVDC and IoT seems to be the future in energy management. An LVDC and IoT managed intelligent ambient light controller is developed to monitor human occupancy and thus reduce loss. LVDC based 12v power rail is considered and are connected through publish-subscribe based MQTT IoT communication protocol. The master node measures the Ambient light and communicated to other nodes and which independently alters the attached PWM driven LEDs. Human presence is sensed using a microwave radar sensor and each node communicates its presence in MQTT. An algorithm is developed to control lighting based on ambient light and human presence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Green Building is the term that is used to indicate structures and processes that are environmentally responsible and efficient throughout the buildings life cycle. Green buildings are also known as sustainable or high performance buildings. Such buildings reduces the usage of water, optimizes the energy efficiency, conserves natural resources and generates less waste. Green buildings also provides healthier spaces for persons. Low Voltage Direct Current [LVDC] is the electricity for the 21st century. LVDC technology accelerates energy access and improves energy efficiency. The various aspects of LVDC provides a facility to access the electricity even in the remote villages. The power can be generated in the place where it is consumed. The houses and buildings lightened by the public power distribution network are now able to generate power via solar panels and small wind turbines. With DC power generation, storage and consumption, each building is able to run autonomously. The advantages of DC over AC includes a number of points. The renewable energy resources produce current in DC. A large majority of electrical and electronic devices are using DC current. The DC energy generation requires low material cost, higher energy efficiency and reduced conversion losses.

The exact idea of this work is to realize a smart home system or a smart building system. A smart home system will control lighting, climate, entertainment systems and appliances. Home security such as access control and alarm systems are also included in smart home concept. Internet of Things [IoT] is the extension of internet connectivity into physical devices and everyday objects. The IoT has become an unavoidable component in recent works. In recent years, the major significant trend in IoT is the drastic growth in number of devices that can be connected. The IoT create opportunities for more direct integration of the physical world in to computer based systems, which leads to improvement in efficiency, economic benefits and reduction in human efforts.

2. IOT BASED INTELLIGENT AMBIENT CONTROLLER

Energy usage in the world is increasing day by day due to increasing demand of devices and new needs. The energy demand of the world is increase about 30% in 2035. India’s energy consumption is also set to grow 4.2% a year by 2035. This growth is faster than that of all major economies in the world. With increase in energy consumption, the energy wastage is also increases. Continuous lighting of lamps even in the absence of persons in a room and in day time make large amount of energy to loss. So an IoT based intelligent ambient controller has much importance in now-a-days.

Ambient controller refers to the electronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of people. Ambient controller enhance the way people interact with their environment and provides safety. The basic idea is that by enriching the environment with technology together with sensors and devices interconnected through a network, such a system can be useful for real time environment. When intelligence is added to the ambient controller, it becomes an Intelligent Ambient Controller.

In the designed system, three light modules are considered. The system is suited for a corridor or a large room. One light module is placed in the entrance of the corridor and other two modules are placed within the corridor far apart. The light modules should be placed at least 1.5 m apart. The module placed at the entrance consist of a light sensor and a presence detector. The light sensor is the TSL2561 luminosity sensor and the presence detector used is the RCWL0516. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the module 1 [one placed in the entrance] and the figure 2 represents the block diagram of module 2 and 3 [where light sensor is absent].
The block diagram consist of a microcontroller, current drive, voltage regulator IC, presence detector and a light sensor. The light sensor is optimal and present in the first module and is absent in remaining two. The light sensor in the module 1 senses the ambient light in lux and the information is passed to all the three modules via MQTT protocol. The light intensity is adjusted according to the measured lux value. Each module is embedded with a NodeMCU. It is one of the single board microcontroller developed by ESP8266 Open source community. The ESP8266 is capable of either hosting an application or offloading all WiFi networking functions from another application processor.

The software part of this work is as important as the hardware part. First of all, the ESP8266 boards need to be loaded with the firmware code. The firmware code is written using Arduino IDE. It is loaded to the ESP8266 boards using the Arduino UNO. The communication between each light module [between each ESP8266 microcontroller] is takes place via MQTT protocol. MQTT stands for Message Queue Telemetry Transport. The MQTT is a machine to machine or IoT connectivity protocol. It is an extremely
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light weight publish/subscribe messaging protocol. The small size, low power usage, minimized data packets and ease of implementation makes MQTT ideal for the IoT world. There are 5 MQTT components namely broker, topic, message, publish and subscribe. Broker is the server that handles the data transmission between the clients. Each message is sent via a topic. The topic make the message selective and message is the data that a device receives “when subscribing” from a topic or send “when publishing” to a topic. Publish is the process a device does to send its message to the broker and subscribe is the process where a device does to retrieve a message from the broker. Mosquitto broker is used here for implementing the MQTT protocol.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

The MQTT broker application in Google play store creates MQTT broker on our Android phone. It can act as both MQTT broker and MQTT client. The broker can be started and stopped by a single touch on the display. When the broker is in "STOP" condition, the display will be like given in figure 7.

Fig 7. When MQTT broker is stoped

Fig 8. When MQTT broker is under working condition

The MQTT client can be created in the way given in figure 9:
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Fig 9. Creation of MQTT client

An application named MQTT box is available in google chrome. This application connects to a MQTT broker and is able to subscribe and publish to MQTT topics. The below figures describes the MQTT box connection setup in Google chrome. While opening the MQTT box, we get a display like this. Here we have to specify the MQTT client name, protocol, username, password etc.
Algorithm

Step 1: Start
Step 2: Declare variables Presence, sensor_state, Light, ESP_1/Presence, ESP_2/Presence, ESP_3/Presence.
Step 3: State WiFissid, password, MQTT broker ip, MQTT broker port, MQTT username, MQTT password and client name.
Step 4: Publish sensed values from the light sensor and presence detectors.
Step 5: Check “Light” value
   ifESP_i/Presence = 1
      input the value in luminous to light source
   if Light = j, luminous = 1024 – j
Step 6: If ESP_i/Presence = 0 and (ESP_(i-1)/Presence = 1 or ESP_(i+1)/Presence = 1)
      input the value ‘100’ to light source
Step 7: stop.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Green buildings and IoTs are two important concepts in now a days. An IoT based smart home concept have much importance in this era where energy conception and wastage rates are increasing drastically. So an intelligent ambient controller that controls indoor lighting inaccordance with external lighting and human presence requires much importance. IoT communication via MQTT protocol is utilized in this smart home concept. MQTT is an ISO standard publish – subscribe based messaging protocol and requires a message broker. Mosquitto is an Open source message broker that implements the MQTT protocol. Eclipse Mosquitto provides a lightweight server implementation of the MQTT protocol that is suitable for all situations from full power machines to embedded and low power machines. Sensors and actuators, which are often the sources and destinations of MQTT messages, can be very small and lacking in power.

In this work, an efficient intelligent ambient controller for LVDC enabled green building is designed and implemented. Such a system is important due to the increasing usage of energy resources and the energy wastage. The implemented system have the capacity to adjust the light intensity in accordance with the external light and human presence. So that the light modules will light brightly when it is night and the light intensity will be less, when the time is day and there is no human presence.
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